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Résumé
In polycrystalline materials with nanosized grains smaller than 100 nm, the deforma-
tion mechanisms taking place at grain boundaries (GBs) become dominant compared to
intragranular crystal plasticity. Recent studies have revealed that more accurate mechanical
properties can be obtained by choosing the relevant GB character distribution (GBCD). We
use here a numerical multiscale approach (an extension of a previous work [1]) to predict the
mechanical behavior of nanostructured metals according to their GBCD composed of either
high angle GBs (HAB) or low angle GBs (LAB). The quasicontinuum method (QC) is used
to obtain the GB mechanical response at the nanoscale under simple shear (sliding part) and
tensile load (opening part). These QC results are then used in a finite element code (direct
numerical simulation-DNS) as GB constitutive models. This two-scale framework does not
suffer from length scales limitations conventionally encountered when considering the two
scales separately.
1 Introduction
Nanocrystalline (nc) materials, i.e. with grain sizes smaller than 100 nm, behave quite dif-
ferently from their coarse-grained counterparts [3]. Their advantageous mechanical properties
seems to be highly influenced by their grain boundary (GB) character distribution (GBCD) [4]
and a predictive understanding of these properties remains elusive.
The present study aims at predicting the mechanical behavior of two specific GBCDs by
using a 2-scale framework. The GBCD’s specificities result in the appropriate integration of
two types of GBs, low-angle grain boundaries (LAB) and high-angle grain boundaries (HAB).
The 2-scale framework is as follows. We use the quasicontinuum method developed by Tadmor
and co-workers [5] to perform QC simulations of GBs undergoing simple shear loads (sliding
part) and tensile load (opening part). This first step allows to characterize the GB atomistic
mechanical behavior according to their misorientations. The GB opening behavior is the same
for all GBs and is taken from the QC tensile test of the GB Σ3(111). That is to say that the
specific misorientations of each GB is not taken into account for the time being as in the sliding
case. As a second step, we introduce these atomistic laws in a finite element code [6].
In a previous work [1], it was found that yield stresses were overvalued compared to expe-
rimental results when cleavage was omitted. We propose here to include a GB-cleavage law to
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partially correct this problem. To illustrate the ability of the method to capture the influence of
the GB deformation mechanisms on nc metals responses, quasi-static tensile tests are performed
for three cases : nc copper with a 94% HAB texture, nc copper with a full LAB texture and nc
copper with a 94% HAB texture including the GB-cleavage law.
2 Computational method
2.1 Continuum formulation
In this section we expose the constitutive model. The governing equations and kinematic
assumptions of the direct numerical simulation (DNS) can be found elsewhere [1]. In particular
the presence of embedded GBs is accounted for by an adequate discretization (see Figures 1c
and 1d).
Fig. 1: a) Numbering of the nc grains. b) Illustration of orientation approach to reconstruct
nc GBCD. c) and d) Schematics of geometric model of nc as a continuum with surfaces of
discontinuity at GBs and related equations respectively.
2.1.1 Bulk constitutive model
In order to reveal the independent role played by GB deformation mechanisms, we will
assume that the grain interiors can only undergo reversible elastic deformations [1]. The stress
tensor can be decomposed into its a deviatoric and volumetric parts
σ = s+ pI (1)
with
p = σii3 = (λ+
2G
3 )(11 + 22 + 33) = Ktr() (2)
and
s = 2Gdev (3)
where λ and G are the Lamé coefficients and K is the compression modulus.
2.1.2 Grain boundary constitutive model
We define the mean deformation mapping [7]
ϕ˜ = 12(ϕ
+ +ϕ−) (4)
from which the original deformation mapping on both sides of the GB can be recovered as
ϕ± = ϕ˜± 12(ϕ
+ −ϕ−) = ϕ˜± 12δ (5)
Where the displacement jump δ is
δ = JϕK = ϕ+ −ϕ− (6)
Consequently, the deformed GB is defined as S ≡ ϕ˜(S0). Starting from a parametrization
ϕ˜ = ϕ˜(sα), α = 1, 2 of S, it follows that the initial surface normal N can be obtained directly
from the covariant basis vectors aα = ϕ˜0,α as
N = a1 × a2‖a1 × a2‖
(7)
The displacement jumps may then be decomposed into an opening separation vector and a GB
sliding vector, respectively as follows
δn = (δ ·N)N = (N ⊗N) · δ (8)
δs = δ − δn = (I −N ⊗N) · δ (9)
These kinematic assumptions lead to a constant state of deformation across the thickness h
of the GB which can be expressed in the local orthonormal reference frame (N1,N2,N3) =
((a1/|a1|), (N×a1/|N×a1|),N) as
 = δn ·N3
h









2(N2 ⊗N3 +N3 ⊗N2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
(10)
It should be noted that h introduces a characteristic length scale in the model. The above
expression also shows that the strain tensor additively decomposes in a sliding part s and a
normal opening part n.
Finally the traction is expressed as follows
t = hσ · ∂
∂δ
(11)
that can be simplified by using Equation (10) [6]
t = σ ·N3 (12)
As opposed to Jérusalem et al. [6], we assumed here that only the sliding component undergoes
plastic deformation. Furthermore, in order to evaluate σ in Equation (11), we adopt the following
model to describe GB plasticity






where σp is the yield stress corresponding to the equivalent plastic strain ¯p, σ0 is the initial
yield stress, m and 0 are parameters of the model.
In a recent work [1], GB opening deformation was considered to be elastic. We will reproduce
in this paper the results obtained in this last study to assess the discrepancies when the GB-
cleavage stress is integrated in the framework. The opening mechanical behavior takes into
account a damage parameter D which is equal to 0 until the GB reaches a critical stress σc and
is equal to 1 when the strain to failure δc is reached.
2.2 Quasicontinuum simulations
Instead of assigning a unique arbitrary constitutive GB law that is independent of the crystal
misorientation, as in Ref. [6, 8], the shearing behavior of each GB is characterized here according
to its structure using quasicontinuum (QC) simulations of tilt bicrystals undergoing simple shear
loads. The QC method software used in the present study (available on www.qcmethod.com)
was limited to two dimensions (2D) problems at 0 K. Every calculation was performed by
projection of the 3D crystallography orientations along the GB tilt axis. The computational
method used here to simulate the GB shearing can be found elsewhere [9, 1], see Figure 2.
The QC atomistic results (shear stress vs shear strain γ) were fitted to determine the finite
element elasto-plastic parameters which are then used in the GBs constitutive laws of the
direct numerical simulations. These parameters are the shear modulus G and the yield stress
σ0. The coefficients 0 and m are also parameters but remain constant for all GBs (1 and
1000 respectively). We assume here that the GB mechanical behavior is perfectly plastic. This
procedure allows us to characterize the mechanical behaviors of all GBs. The corresponding
results for GB12−9 (LAB texture) is given in Figure 3a. In that case, shear modulus is G = 53
GPa and maximum stress is σ0 = 4.18 GPa. This fitting procedure was employed for each GB
of the two textures studied.
The decohesion constitutive mechanical behavior is supposed to follow the Σ3(111) behavior
under tension. This last GB corresponds to a twin GB with a very low energy (9mJ/m2). The
Σ3(111) parameters are found to be σc = 10 GPa and δc = 0.93 nm. Figure 3b represents the
normal displacement vs tensile stress for this GB under tensile loading. The QC computational
method as regards to tensile loads can be found elsewhere [10].
Fig. 2: Quasicontinuum model of GB10−7 in the high-angle texture. The continuum and the
atomistic regions are indicated. The crystals orientation and GB position after relaxation are
also shown. Atoms appearing in dark color present a perfect fcc stacking. Bright-colored atoms
correspond to crystal defects.
Fig. 3: a) Evolution of the shear stress as a function of applied shear strain for GB12−9(LAB)
fitted from QC simulation, b) Normal displacement vs tensile stress for a QC simulation of the
strong GB Σ3(111). This opening behavior is adopted for all GBs.
2.3 Two-scale numerical simulations
In this framework, the two scales considered are the atomistic (≈ ◦A → QC) and the meso-
scopic or upper scales (continuum). The calibration of the mechanical behavior at GBs in a nc
solid (mesoscopic scale) is reached through QC simulations (atomistic scale). As seen before,
the GB strain can be decomposed into two components : a sliding part and an opening part.
In order to determine the sliding part, we perform QC simulations of GBs undergoing simple
shear loads. On the other hand, the opening part, is considered to follow the very strong GB
Σ3(111) mechanical behavior. Nevertheless, in the case of the comparison of the HA and LA
textures, the GB-cleavage stress is not taken into account and the opening part is considered
to follow an elastic behavior.
The nc solid studied here and illustrated on Figure 4a is composed of 16 grains and 34 GBs.
Because this nc is composed of 34 GBs, 34 QC simulations are performed to obtain all the
GBs mechanical behaviors. Two different textures, LAB en HAB, are studied here as described
below.
Fig. 4: Mesh and boundary conditions of tensile tests used for simulations. a) mesh with 16
grains. b) Boundary conditions for tensile tests.
2.4 Presentation of high-angle and low-angle textures
In order to reconstruct nc textures we use one representative volume element (RVE) finite
element mesh (see Figure 4a). This RVE is 100 nm long along the X and Y axes and 25 nm long
along the Z axis. This RVE (Figure 4a) consists of 16 grains, discretized in 7,451 tetrahedral
elements and follows a Voronoï construction generated by an algorithm that checks if the grains
sizes are homogeneous. All RVE grains are numbered as shown on Figure 1a so that each GB is
determined by two numbers. For example, in Figure 1b, the interface between grains is defined
as GB7−8.
The aim of this part of the study is to illustrate the ability of this 2-scale method to model
complex material behavior. We illustrate this ability through the study of two GBCDs. One
contains only LABs and the other one 94% of HABs, the aim being to capture the mechanical
behavior of nc metals according to their GBCD. Towards this end, we assign a grain orientation
to each grain and plot misorientations distributions to determine LAB and HAB proportions.
Figure 1b illustrates the orientation approach used to reconstruct the nc HAB texture
of the GB common to grains 7 and 8. The misorientation between both grains 7 and 8 is
∆ψ7−8 = |ψ7 − ψ8| with ψ7 = 11.20◦ and ψ8 = 164.01◦. ψ represents the misorientation of the
basis vectors [1,1,1][1,1,2] around the out-of-plane axis [1,1,0]. Rotation is positive counterclo-
ckwise and ranges from 0◦ to 360◦. On the other hand, the difference ∆ψ represents the GB
misorientation which is here the criterion determining if the GB considered belongs to HA or
LA type. Each grain orientation allows us to characterize its GB normals. For instance, in the
case of the GB7−8, the normals at the interface from each 7th and 8th grain point of views are
represented by the Miller indexes (9,9,10) and (1,1,3) respectively.
The misorientations belonging to the four intervals : 9◦→81◦, 99◦→171◦, 189◦→261◦, 279◦→351◦
are considered HAB, the other ones belong to the LAB class, because of symmetry around the
tilt axis. This symmetry allows us to present the misorientations distribution only from 0◦ to
90◦. Figure 5 shows the misorientation distributions for both textures. For LA case, all miso-
rientations belong to the interval from 0◦ to 9◦, so that we can consider a 100% LAB GBCD.
In the HAB case, only two GBs are low angles.
Fig. 5: Misorientations distributions for both textures HA and LA.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Mechanical responses of HA and LA textures
The microstructure in Figure 1a is subjected to tensile tests. The boundary conditions are
those applied in Figure 4b. During the tensile test, we calculate the average stress in the system
as a function of the strain. Figure 6a shows the stress-strain curves of high angle and low angle
textures under tension. A different mechanical behavior between HAB texture and LAB texture
is observed. The yield stress of the HAB texture is smaller in the HAB case. 0.2% offset yield
stresses of the HAB and the LAB texture are ≈ 4 GPa and ≈ 18 GPa respectively and the
elastic deformation reached for these stresses are ≈ 3% and ≈ 14% respectively. These results
are in relatively good agreement with dynamic molecular results [11] where a texture equivalent
to a twin texture, i.e. with a similar mechanical behavior compared to LAB texture, reaches
more than 12 GPa before entering in the plastic region appearing for a 7% strain. Also, in Ref.
[12], nc composed of HAB are found to exhibit a yield stress of ≈ 2.7− 3 GPa for a 3% strain.
Despite the fact that the yield stresses and their associated strains seem to be overvalued for
the LAB texture, we observe nevertheless a definite trend in their mechanical behaviors. In the
case of the LAB, the discrepancies are more pronounced than in the HAB case. Indeed, the
LAB contribution to permanent deformation occurs later for LAB and should be accompanied
by bulk plasticity, which would contribute to decrease the LAB texture yield stress obtained
here.
Figure 6b shows the stress-strain curves of HA texture with and without decohesion law
for GBs. This decohesion law (σc = 10 GPa, δc = 0.93 nm) is computed atomistically with
one QC simulation with a strong GB Σ3(111) and consequently with a low energy (9J/m2).
We note firstly a loss of strain energy in the case where GB-cleavage is incorporated into the
microstructure. Then, the overall structure yield stress is found to be lower in this latter case
due to the rapid activation of GB opening.
Figure 7 shows the plastic part of sliding vs total structure strain for the tensile test at four
GB nodes in both cases (HA texture with and without cleavage law). For each node numbered
from 1 to 4 and reported on Figure 7, we find that plasticity appears faster when the cleavage
law is implemented. It is clear from Figure 7 that for each node the yield stresses have decreased
substantially when the GB opening is not considered as being fully elastic. This results highlight
the coupling between opening and sliding responses at GBs.
Fig. 6: a) Stress-strain curves of HAB and LAB textures nanostructures under tension. b)
Stress-strain curves of HA texture nanostructure under tension with and without considering
the GB decohesion behavior.
Fig. 7: Plastic part of sliding vs macroscopic true strain for four nodes numbered from 1 to 4
for HA texture under tension with and without cleavage law.
4 Conclusion
In this work, a two-scale method accounting for the specific GBCD of nc copper was develo-
ped. Such method does not suffer from the length scales limitations commonly encountered in
atomistic simulations. Note that this methodology can also be used for other materials such as
brittle ceramics, where GB deformation plays an important role on their mechanical responses.
GBs elasto-plastic laws of the misorientations of grains for two different textures LAB and
HAB were extracted from QC calculations and used in a RVE. Both HAB and LAB samples
were subjected to tensile tests and the comparison of their mechanical behaviors highlights
their strong dependence on the texture. LAB texture presents a much higher yield stress than
in the HAB texture. A unique decohesion law was incorporated in the HA texture tensile test
to highlight the role played by GB opening on the microstructure. A loss of strain energy and
a lower yield stress of the overall microstructure was found as expected.
It must finally be emphasized that the results remain overvalued compared to dynamic
molecular simulations. The discrepancy can easily be rationalized by the fact that voids and
surface defects and thermally activated processes are not accounted for in the simulations, and
that plasticity is restricted here to GBs. Future work includes misorientation GBCD dependent
cleavage law, the incorporation of defects in the GB in the QC simulations and the consideration
of anisotropic intragranular plasticity.
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